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 64 bit. What can i do to solve this problem? How to solve that issue HukkaPikku: I'd suggest talking with the company who make those kiosks HukkaPikku: Ask them if they provide any other OS images to give the machines HukkaPikku: Make them build you a box using a different OS and install that onto the kiosks (not sure what that costs, though) TJ-: I don't know the real reason for this issue.
But I could not even see that problem before I installed this new OS And the thing is, my PC is not yet running HukkaPikku: You have no idea about the problems the kiosks may have been encountering before the installation? I installed the kiosk OS 2 days before And that issue But the OS installation was clean Nothing was installed It is just ubuntu 16.04 HukkaPikku: Yes, but you have no idea what

the problem was with the previous OS? HukkaPikku: Did the kiosk manufacturers provide some boot-disk/install media? The problem of the issue is that the Ubuntu OS is seeing the 4 gigs of RAM and 8 gigs of swap space as just 3 gigs And as it is the 4 gigs of RAM I guess it cannot do anything with it HukkaPikku: you said it is not up and running. No OS is not "seeing" things. The OS is an
abstraction layer. The hardware is there. Your problem is with the abstraction layer HukkaPikku: So you're claiming that the first install went OK, then the problem appeared the next day. Which is what? The first installation was OK 82157476af
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